To: Iowa State Faculty, Staff, and Students:

A global leader in research and academics, Iowa State University is committed to conduct research and educate its students while observing the export control laws, regulations, and sanctions of the United States. Most research activities at ISU consist of basic and applied research intended for learning and open distribution among scientific and technical communities and are excluded from export licensing requirements. While ISU recognizes that its activities are based primarily on the free and open exchange of information and ideas, including global collaboration, it consciously chooses to accept research subject to proprietary or national security restrictions, which may limit access and distribution to the project and its results.

ISU commits to comply with U.S. export control laws while ensuring that, to the extent possible, the university conducts instruction and research openly and without restriction on participation or publication. However, certain research involving specified technologies or transactions or exchanges with designated countries or sanctioned entities may require that ISU obtain an export license or other government approval prior to providing controlled technologies to certain foreign nationals whether on campus, elsewhere in the United States, or abroad.

Export controls apply to a wide variety of items, including equipment, software code, chemical and biological materials, and technical data. These laws and regulations apply to virtually all fields of science and engineering and restrict both physical shipments and electronic transmission of information. Note that export control laws apply to all activities, not just sponsored research projects.

In furtherance of its commitment to export controls compliance, ISU established the Office of Research Integrity to collaborate with research units, academic departments, and researchers to assist the ISU community in complying with export control regulations. Because civil and criminal penalties associated with violating export control regulations can be severe, ISU requires all ISU faculty, staff, and students who participate in export-controlled research to receive export control training.

Sarah M. Nusser, Vice President for Research

Resources:
ISU Export Control Policy
Export Control Website
Department of State, International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR)
Department of Commerce, Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
Department of Treasury, Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)